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Paul: Citizen of Two Cities

New Testament 6
Lecture 1

Acts 21: 37 - 22: 28
•	List the 3 major influences on the life of Paul
•	1. ______________ Heritage - with its citizenship
•	2. ______________ Heritage - with its religious influences
•	3. ______________ Heritage - with its education/philosophies

Introduction
•	His Roman Heritage he owed the ___________________ that went with him
•	His Jewish heritage he owed his ____________________ on life
•	His Tarsian heritage he owed his fluency in ________________________ orientation

1. Tarsus
•	how much influence? Scholars are divided
•	location: SE corner of modern Turkey & 10 miles N of  Med. Sea
•	population during Paul’s day estimated “not less than _____________________”
•	25 miles N are the Cilician Gates…a main passage between Syria and Asia Minor that was chiseled out of stone.
•	a major city of __________________ and commerce

A Brief History of Tarsus
•	became a polis under Seluecid Kings giving it a measure of __________________ and independence
•	_________________ language was common tongue
•	Greek institutions sprang up: baths, gymnasiums, marketplaces, and architecture.
•	A deep Hellenistic culture in the city

History under the Romans
•	first Rome created a __________________ of Cilicia in 102 BC
•	Tarsus was not included in this at first and kept Greek free-city status
•	___________________ in 67 BC expanded the territory and added Syria and Phoenicia as part of a Roman Province until AD 72
•	____________________ declared the city a free Roman city around 42 BC

Privileges of A Free City
•	local laws
•	self-government
•	exemption from heavy provincial _____________
•	It was a free city when _______________ grew up here
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Paul’s Family
•	tradition from Jerome says that ___________ migrated to Tarsus from Gishala in Judea when the Romans were laying it waste.
•	2 problems: 
•	1. Gishala is in Galilee but Judea was often used to refer to all Israel
•	2. Acts 22:3Paul tells the crowd that he is born in ______________
•	perhaps Paul’s family went to Tarsus before his birth

Paul’s Family: Diaspora Jews
•	Jews who live _______________ Israel since the Babyl. Capt
•	the synagogue is the major institution for community life
•	Religious instruction took place on a regular basis
•	read Scriptures and prayed
•	Young Jewish boys expected to learn large portions of the ____________________

Paul’s Religious Education
•	Paul learned much of his religious training from his home
•	It was the responsibility of the parents to teach
•	One thing is certain: He learned his Greek Bible well.
•	He cites scripture consistently from the ___________ and was natural to minister to Greek Speaking Gentiles & Jewish proselytes 

Paul’s Greek Education
•	from ___________ sent to primary education schools and learned: reading, writing, arithmetic, and music as well as moral formations
•	only ______times does Paul show knowledge of Greek poets: Acts 17:28 (Aratus); 1 Cor 15:33 (a comedy of Meander) and Titus 1:12 (Epipmenides)
•	His primer was the LXX not Greek writers

Paul’s Jewish Education
•	was under _______________ in Jerusalem, probably from 14 to 18
•	It is questionable whether Paul study Rhetoric or not.
•	He would have been familiar with ___________________ street philosophers and their oral styles.

Paul’s Greek Cultural Influences
•	He was exposed to Hellenistic things: gymnasiums and Greek athletics etc.
•	1 Cor 9:24-27 - foot racing, _____________, and training for competition
•	Phil 3:12-14 – the_______________ focused on the prize
•	1 Tim 4:8 - physical training; 1 Tim 6:12 - the good fight; 2 Tim 4:7 winning the race
•	He may have a love for sports as result of Tarsus
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Paul and the Mystery Religions
•	Was/Is Paul’s theology heavily influenced by the Mystery Religions?

____________________________________ - oldest of all = Eleusianian 
•	Asia Minor = ____________________ with roots to Mother Goddess
•	Persia = Mithraism
•	Egypt = Isis and __________________
•	all were generally a nature fertility religion

Common Features of Mystery Religions
•	celebrated the dying and coming to life the seasonal _________________ of  nature
•	by Paul’s day they had been uprooted from the places of origin and universalized
•	called “__________________” because they had secret rites which guaranteed  immortality
•	promised protection and deliverance on an individual level

The Charges against Paul
•	 he had turned Christianity into a virtue mystery religion
•	the ______________________ was a cultic meal in which the initiates consumed the god
•	______________________ was traced to Taurobolium, going back to the killing of a bull and bathing the initiate in the blood.
•	Even calling Jesus “Lord” and “Savior” went back to the Roman gods

A Response
•	Without a doubt Paul encountered these pagan mystery religions from an early age
•	Yet, they seem to contribute nothing to his religious thinking
•	the content of his faith is the _____________ (OT) and 
•	his conviction the Jesus was the risen _____________________

Paul and the Philosophers
•	Acts 17:16-21 depicts Paul holding his own with the______________ and Stoic philosophers
•	He appears to be very acquainted with the Stoics and _________________
•	both moved around, used similar methods of argument, and emphasized moral teaching

The Cynics
•	were the original ______________ preachers
•	abandoned all luxuries, living lives of poverty, dressed in ragged clothes, depending on begging for sustenance
•	known for their sharp _________________ critique
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The Stoics
•	the most __________________ philosophers of the day
•	sought detachment from the world and total self-sufficiency as the greater virtue
•	believed the world was held together by a _______________ being and every person possessed this spirit and to participate in divinity
•	emphasized living in harmony with nature and fellow man because of the divine in men.  It was especially popular w/ military
Paul and the Philosphers
•	Stoicism was a major influence in _____________ at one time
•	Paul used their style of argumentation known as the diatribe, which is arguing by use of rhetorical questions.
•	It often set up a “____________________” as a partner to ask the questions in rapid fire succession
•	Romans 6:1 is good example
Paul and Stoic Moral Instruction
•	the stoics stressed moral instruction
•	we see Paul stressing it too in his lists of ______________________ (Gal 5:19-21)
•	the fruit of the Spirit in Gal 5:22-23
•	the form was similar but the ___________________ was quite different
The Greatest Legacy Owed to Tarsus
•	was his exposure to Gentiles which he would never have encountered in Jerusalem
•	It is no accident that a __________________ Jew would be asked to become the Apostle to the Gentiles (Rom 1:5)
2. Rome
•	Politically Paul’s world was Roman
•	only areas not under Roman rule was that of the _______________ to the E of Syria and the barbarian tribes of northern and eastern Europe
•	within Rome’s borders was relative ________________
•	It’s administration of the various areas took various shapes, but the one constant was Roman presence
Rome’s World
•	Paul grew up in a world ruled by Rome
•	_________________ had a measure of independence and self-government
•	the ______________ Legate was over Tarsus 
•	while in Jerusalem, the Roman procurator was in charge and resided in Caesarea on the Medit.
•	Roman troops permanently stayed in Jerusalem
The Roman Citizenship
•	it was a coveted right
•	Paul ______________ mentioned his citizenship in his epistles. 
•	Acts 16:37-39 mentions the Philippians violating it and
•	Acts 22:15-29 he claims it to avoid a beating in Jerusalem
•	Acts 23:27 the Roman tribune advises _______________ of his citizenship
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What were the privileges of citizenship?
•	The primary one was that they were subject to Roman law and not local laws of the provincial cities
•	2nd was they could agree to____________ by local law, but always retained the right to be heard before a Roman tribunal
•	3.only a Roman citizen had the right to_____________ another Roman citizen

Privileges of Roman Citizenship
•	4. A citizen could not be imprisoned or ______________ without a hearing and sufficient cause
•	5. In capital offenses a citizen had the right to appeal the decision of a lower court to the_______________ 
•	in general they were exempt from cruel punishemnts like crucifixions

Roman Government
•	The Emperor was _________________ (first) in command
•	Rome’s territories: imperial and senatorial
•	Proconsuls = served one year and generally more stable and appointed by Senate
•	_______________ in Corinth was proconsul in AD 52 
•	Procurators = served indefinitely and were appointed by the emperor
•	less stable in nature  w. troops = Isreal &

Roman Government
•	client kingdoms also existed:  Israel and _________________________
•	during Paul’ life, Israel ruled by procurators except for the three year period of Herod’s grandson, Herod ____________________ (AD 41-44) (Acts 12)
•	Paul had dealings with two Roman governors: Felix (Acts 23:26-24:26) and Festus (Acts 24:27-26:32)
Roman Free Cities
•	based on the Greek model of the independent city state
•	Roman policy was to allow as much freedom as possible as long at loyalty to Rome was shown
•	 didn’t pay provincial _____________ and allowed to tax themselves
•	allowed to determine own government
•	no __________________ within the city limits
Roman Colonies: Philippi
•	the highest _________________ of cities in the Empire
•	little islands of Roman culture and government
•	enjoyed self-government and exemption from provincial taxes
•	only Roman citizens ________________ and ran the government
•	troops and veterans were stationed to help maintain peace
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Roman Military
•	Legions were in the imperial provinces and border colonies like Philippi
•	basic unit = legion (__________________________ personnel)
•	Augustus had ________ to _____________ legions
•	two types of officers within legions: nobility and career
•	nobility were high ranking and career were lower ranking
Roman Noble Military Men
•	the ________________ was over the legion
•	He answered directly to the______________ of the province
•	each legate had _________ tribunes
Roman Career Military Men
•	two types here: the Regular legion in the republican and early imperial periods was made up of only Roman ______________, nobility took the higher positions and the blepians the lower.
•	The second: auxiliary soldiers were largely non-citizens, drawn from _________________ of the province in which the legion was located and other mercenaries
The Roman Army Divisions
•	the smallest unit of a legion was a squadron of ______ soldiers (contubernium)
•	Ten squadrons made a ____________________
•	a centurion was its commander
•	The largest division within a legion is the cohort
•	there were ____________________ in a legion
•	____________________ (Acts 10) was a centurion
The Legions
•	no legions were stationed in ____________ or the Senatorial Provinces
•	The only forces in Italy were the ___________________________ 
•	Paul mentions them in Phil 1:13 
Roman Travel
•	a by product of the Roman military was a vast _____________ to let them move from one part of the empire to another quickly
•	by the end of the first century there were over ______________ miles of paved, primary roads
•	Via Augusta, Via Appia, Via Egnatia are some of the major roads
•	Travel was by____________ too (2 Cor 11:25) and Acts 27

